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Abstract— The quality assessment for synthesized video with
texture/depth compression distortion is important for the design,
optimization, and evaluation of the multi-view video plus depth
(MVD)-based 3D video system. In this paper, the subjective
and objective studies for synthesized view assessment are both
conducted. First, a synthesized video quality database with
texture/depth compression distortion is presented with subjective
scores given by 56 subjects. The 140 videos are synthesized from
ten MVD sequences with different texture/depth quantization
combinations. Second, a full reference objective video quality
assessment (VQA) method is proposed concerning about the
annoying temporal flicker distortion and the change of spatiotemporal activity in the synthesized video. The proposed
VQA algorithm has a good performance evaluated on the entire
synthesized video quality database, and is particularly prominent
on the subsets which have significant temporal flicker distortion
induced by depth compression and view synthesis process.
Index Terms— Video quality assessment, synthesized video
quality database, temporal flicker distortion, multi-view video
plus depth, view synthesis, 3D video.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Video Quality Assessment (VQA) plays an important
role in evaluating the performances of video process-
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ing systems in different applications such as video capture,
compression, transmission and so on. A reliable VQA method
will provide guidance for optimizing the overall system
performance and be beneficial to improve the Quality of
Experience (QoE) of the end-users.
Recently, the 3D video is becoming more popular. The
advanced 3D video systems are mostly based on Multi-view
Video plus Depth (MVD) format [1], which has been adopted
by the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) as the
recommended 3D video format [2], [3]. In MVD based
3D video system, synthesized views will be generated from
the transmitted texture views and their associated depth maps
at the receiver using Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR)
technology [4]. The visual quality of the synthesized view
will affect the perceived picture quality, depth perception and
visual comfort of the 3D video systems, which are denoted
as the three basic factors determining the QoE of a 3D video
system [5]. A VQA algorithm for synthesized view is urgently
needed to maintain the 3D QoE requirements.
The appropriate choice of a VQA method for the synthesized view also plays an important role in the performance
evaluation of different 3D video processing systems, such
as depth generation [6], depth pre/post-processing [7], [8],
texture/depth compression [9]–[12], texture/depth bit
allocation [13], [14] and so on. The optimization objective
functions of these algorithms are all to minimize the
distortion of the synthesized view, so the quality of the
synthesized view is considered as the most significant
evaluation criterion for the whole 3D video processing
system.
The most common distortion of the synthesized view comes
from texture/depth lossy compression of the MVD data.
3D-AVC [2], [15] and 3D-HEVC [3], [16] are the ongoing
standards for MVD data compression which are being developed by the JCT-3V, the Joint Collaborative Team on 3D Video
Coding Extensions Development which are composed of
experts from MPEG and ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG). Compression noise of the texture/depth view
pairs will affect the synthesized video through the view
synthesis process. In this paper, we mainly focus on the video
quality assessment of the synthesized view with texture/depth
compression distortion. This study will be valuable for the
design, optimization and evaluation of MVD based 3D video
systems, e.g., help adjust the distortion metrics of different
3D video coding strategies, to improve the perceptual quality
of the synthesized video with less bit cost.
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Fig. 1. Ten MVD sequences used in SIAT database. (a) Dancer. (b) Lovebird1. (c) GTFly. (d) Kendo. (e) Shark. (f) Balloons. (g) PoznanHall2. (h) Newspaper.
(i) PoznanStreet. (j) BookArrival.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
There are two categories of VQA studies: subjective
and objective studies. Subjective method is performed
by asking human subjects to rate the quality of the
video that they are viewing. ITU-R Rec.BT.500 [17] and
ITU-T Rec.P.910 [18] described some subjective test procedures. Objective VQA algorithm is used to predict human’s
judgement on the video quality [19]. Subjective method is
more accurate but it is time consuming and impractical for
realtime video processing systems. The subjective experiments
are usually constructed to provide the quality scores which can
be used to evaluate the performances of different objective
VQA methods.
A. Subjective Study
For traditional 2D video subjective quality assessment, there
are two famous subjective studies conducted by the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [20] and the Laboratory for
Image and Video Engineering (LIVE) [21]. The video quality
databases with the associated subjective scores of VQEG
FRTV phase 1 and LIVE are publicly available and widely
used. With the rapid development of 3D video technology,
the 3D QoE about depth perception and visual comfort has
attracted a lot of attentions. Lebreton et al. [22] conducted
subjective experiments on the depth perception quality of different 3D video content. A new 3D QoE subjective assessment
procedure is proposed in [23] to measure the visual discomfort.
However, the stereo view pairs are expected to be conducted
with the synthesized views in MVD based 3D video systems,
in which case the picture quality affecting 3D QoE will be
determined by the quality of the synthesized view.
For the subjective quality assessment of the synthesized
view, the only publicly available database is the
IRCCyN/IVC DIBR Videos Quality Database [24] proposed
by Bosc et al. [25]. The IRCCyN database contains three
MVD sequences and 102 videos in 1024×768 resolution.
Quality scores obtained from 32 human subjects in an
ACR-HR [18] experiment are provided. Only one single
reference view was used to generate the synthesized video
in the IRCCyN database, and the distortions in this database
are mainly related to the hole filling strategies of different

DIBR algorithms. However, in the MVD based 3D video
systems, two reference views are usually used to generate
the synthesized video which can significantly reduce the
distortions at hole filling stages. Moreover, the significant
distortions due to texture/depth compression are not included
in the IRCCyN database. In [26], the quality of the synthesized
view with depth compression distortion was studied. Using
the decoded depth maps, 50 intermediate synthesized images
were generated in-between two reference views and were
used to simulate a smooth camera motion from left to right.
The synthesized images were rated by 27 subjects. However,
there is no temporal distortion as the test sequences in [26]
are composed by still images at the same time instance.
In this paper, we develop a synthesized video quality
database which includes ten different MVD sequences
and 140 synthesized videos in 1024×768 and 1920×1088
resolution, as shown in Fig.1. For each sequence, 14 different texture/depth quantization combinations were used to
generate the texture/depth view pairs with compression distortion. A total of 56 subjects participated in the experiment.
Each synthesized sequence was rated by 40 subjects using
single stimulus paradigm with continuous score. Individual
votes and the Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) are
provided. This subjective study and the synthesized videos,
named as Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology (SIAT)
Synthesized Video Quality Database, are expected to
supplement the IRCCyN database. The SIAT database with
associated subjective data are available for download [27].
B. Objective Study
A simplified objective method for evaluating the video
quality is to calculate the image distortion using an Image
Quality Assessment (IQA) method, e.g., Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [28], and take
the average of the image scores as the sequence score. For
3D stereoscopic IQA, a method based on binocular perception
is proposed in [29], which divides the image into several
binocular regions and evaluates each region independently.
Lin and Wu [30] proposed a binocular frequency integration
method to measure the quality of stereoscopic 3D images.
Compared with IQA, the crucial temporal distortions are
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concerned in VQA methods. For conventional 2D video
quality assessment, the MOtion-based Video Integrity
Evaluation (MOVIE) index [31] is proposed to measure the
temporal distortions using the responses of spatio-temporal
Gabor filters which are tuned to the movement in the reference
video. In case of 3D stereoscopic video, a full reference
VQA model is trained on a subjective database of compressed
stereoscopic videos in [32].
For the objective VQA of the synthesized view, new distortion types have appeared due to new distortion sources. The
depth compression distortions and the view synthesis process
usually produces temporal flickering and spatial object edge
distortions. However, the distortion of the synthesized view is
simply computed using the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD)
in the reference software of 3D-AVC [33]. There are two major
reasons that the conventional 2D VQA methods are not sufficient enough to assess the visual quality of the 3D synthesized
views. First, the conventional VQA metrics will underestimate
some dominant distortions of the synthesized view such as
flickering, inconsistent object shifting and edge distortion
which are annoying and noticeable for subjects. Second, the
distortions such as tiny geometric distortion, consistent object
shifting, inter view camera noise and illumination difference
which can hardly be perceived by human subjects might be
overestimated by traditional VQA metrics [25].
In recent years, several algorithms have been proposed to
evaluate the quality of the 3D synthesized view [34]–[39],
Zhao and Yu [34] proposed a Peak Signal to Perceptible
Temporal Noise Ratio (PSPTNR) metric to compute the
visible temporal noise in the background area of a
synthesized sequence. Ekmekcioglu et al. [35] designed a
synthesized VQA framework considering distortions in depth
nearer regions and motionless regions. The limitation of the
metrics in [34] and [35] is that if camera movement exists
in the test video, these methods may not be applicable.
Bosc et al. [25], [36] proposed to measure the wrong displacement of the object edge in synthesized view, which is
induced by the DIBR process. In [37] and [38], a wavelet
decomposition based synthesized view quality assessment
method was presented. Before quality evaluation, a registration
procedure in wavelet domain is used to align the content of
the synthesized image and the reference image. This process is
under the assumption that imperceptible object shift introduced
by the synthesis process will not affect the visual quality.
Tsai and Hang [39] proposed to compensate the object shift
effect with the similar assumption to [37] and [38] and computed the noise at object boundaries of a synthesized image
with depth distortion. However, the methods in [36]–[39]
are all IQA methods not involving the studies about the
significant temporal distortion. Actually, in case of watching
the synthesized video, flicker distortion in temporal domain
becomes the dominant noise in overall quality assessment.
In this paper, we propose a full reference objective
VQA algorithm for the synthesized video quality evaluation.
The proposed VQA is based on two quality features which
are extracted from both spatial and temporal domains of the
synthesized sequence. The first feature focuses on capturing
the temporal flicker distortion induced by depth compression
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and view synthesis process, and the second feature is used
to measure the change of the spatio-temporal activity in
the synthesized sequence due to the blurring and blockiness
distortion caused by texture compression.
In general, our contributions are two-fold. First, a synthesized video quality database with texture/depth compression
distortion and the associated subjective scores are released.
Second, a full reference objective VQA algorithm primarily
focusing on the temporal flicker distortions of the synthesized
video is proposed. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section III, we analyze the typical distortions in
synthesized video. Subjective study of the synthesized video
is described in Section IV. The objective VQA method is presented in Section V. In Section VI, we present the experimental
results. Finally, Section VII gives the conclusions.
III. D ISTORTION A NALYSIS OF S YNTHESIZED V IEW
As new sources of distortions, e.g., depth compression and
synthesis process, have been induced, there are new types of
noise in synthesized video compared with the conventional
2D video. Quality score of the synthesized videos evaluated by
the traditional 2D quality metrics may not match the perception results of human subjects. As seen in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2d,
Y-PSNR of the synthesized image containing almost no
perceptible noise is only 32.03 dB, less than the Y-PSNR
of the JM [40] compressed image (32.04 dB, seen in
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c). However, the perceived quality of the
synthesized image is much better than that of the compressed
one. Actually, the synthesis process will not influence the value
of the pixels but change their position. For synthesized view,
the conventional 2D quality metrics might overestimate some
distortions while underestimate the others. In this section, we
will discuss these two kinds of distortions in synthesized view.
A. Overestimated Distortions
Fig. 2e shows the per-pixel comparison between the synthesized image and the reference image. If the absolute value
of the difference between pixels at the same position in two
images is more than the comparison threshold, the pixel value
is set to 255 (white), otherwise it is set to 0 (black). It can be
observed that there are many unmatched pixels in the synthesized image although this image is synthesized from the original texture/depth pairs. Inter view camera noise and luminance
difference commonly exist in multi-view video capturing stage
and will induce objective distortions all over the synthesized
image. A large number of tiny geometric distortions are caused
by the depth inaccuracy and the numerical rounding operation
of pixel positions. Incorrect depth information also induces
object shifting on the synthesized images as the distorted books
shown in Fig. 2g. These distortions discussed above can be
detected by the pixel-wise metrics, e.g., PSNR. However, most
of these distortions may not be perceived by human subjects.
The subjective quality of consistently shifted objects is still
high as they are temporally constant. The degradation of the
visual quality has been overestimated.
B. Underestimated Distortions
Fig. 2f and Fig. 2g show the per-pixel Squared
Differences (SD) between the compressed/synthesized image
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Fig. 2. Distortion analysis in the synthesized view. (a) The frame 100 of view 3 in Newspaper sequences compressed by JM18.0 as P frame with QP 42
(Y-PSNR: 32.03dB). (b) The frame 100 of view 3 in Newspaper sequences synthesized from view 2 and 4 with original texture/depth pair (Y-PSNR: 32.04dB).
(c) Details of image (a) at human face region. (d) Details of image (b) at human face region. (e) Per-pixel comparison (threshold is three) between image (b)
and the reference (the original frame 100 in view 3). (f) Squared differences between image (a) and the reference. (g) Squared differences between image (b)
and the reference. (h) Temporal squared differences between image (b) and the reference. Note that (e)-(h) are all computed in luminance component domain.

and the reference image, respectively, which is computed as
S Di,n = (Pi,n − Ri,n )2 ,

(1)

where (i, n) represents the i th pixel in the nth frame; P and R
are the processed sequence (referring to the compressed or
synthesized sequence) and the reference sequence. Distortions
due to lossy compression are distributed on the most of regions
in an image (Fig. 2f), while view synthesis induced noise
mainly appear along the object edge (Fig. 2g). For conventional distortion types such as quantization distortion and
additive noise, the Human Visual System (HVS) sensitivity
in plain area is higher than that in the edge region [41].
However, for the view synthesis induced geometry distortion,
errors in edge regions will be more obvious. When moving
foreground object exists, the synthesis distortions around the
border areas between the object and the background will be
more noticeable. Conventional quality metrics usually underestimate the effect of edge damage and treat every region in an
image equally [42]. For synthesized view quality assessment,
distortion in edge regions should be considered seriously.
Some local statistics based image quality metrics, such
as SSIM, may not be suitable for measuring the geometric
distortion due to depth errors. As we increase the distortion
intensity in the synthesized view by compressing the depth
maps with larger quantization step size, the SSIM value only
changes a little. This is because the distortions caused by the
synthesis process and depth distortion are mainly geometric
displacement distortion, which will not largely change the
average luminance and the variance of a local image patch.
Fig. 2h shows the Temporal Squared Differences (TSD)
between the synthesized and the original sequences, which
is defined as
T S Di,n = ((Pi,n − Pi,n−1 ) − (Ri,n − Ri,n−1 ))2 .

(2)

Actually, the temporal variation of TSD might induce the
flicker distortion which will cause an obviously visual quality
degradation. For the synthesized sequences, flickering is the
main distortion affecting human perception. However, the
influence of the temporal flicker distortion in quality evaluation is underestimated by most of the traditional 2D VQA
algorithms, which is verified by the subjective experimental
results in Section IV-D. More detailed discussions about the
flicker distortion is presented at Section V-A.
IV. S UBJECTIVE S TUDY OF THE S YNTHESIZED V IDEO
A. Generation of Synthesized Sequences
Ten MVD sequences, as shown in Fig. 1, provided by
MPEG for the 3D video coding contest [43], [44] are used in
our experiment. The information about the test sequences is
given in Table I. The Dancer, GT Fly and Shark sequences are
computer animation videos, and the others are natural scenes.
There exist camera movement in sequences Balloons, Kendo,
Dancer, GT Fly, Shark and PoznanHall2, while the cameras
in BookArrival, Lovebird1, Newspaper, PoznanStreet are still.
Firstly, the input texture views and their associated depth
maps of each sequences were compressed using different quantization parameters (QPs) spanned from QP = 20 to QP = 50.
Then, for each sequence, 14 combinations of texture/depth
view pairs after compression were selected manually to be
used for view synthesis. Finally, 14 synthesized videos were
generated at the target viewpoint for each sequence using the
selected texture/depth view pairs. The 14 synthesized videos
can be divided into 4 distortion categories:
• Uncompressed Texture and Uncompressed Depth
(UT U D ), one synthesized video is generated using the
original texture/depth view pair.
• Uncompressed Texture and Compressed Depth (UT C D ),
the depth views are compressed with four different QPs,
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TABLE I
S EQUENCE I NFORMATION AND T EXTURE /D EPTH C OMPRESSION QP PAIRS

and four synthesized videos are generated using the
original texture and the compressed depth views.
• Compressed Texture and Uncompressed Depth (CT U D ),
the texture views are compressed with four different QPs,
and four synthesized videos are generated using the
compressed texture and the original depth views.
• Compressed Texture and Compressed Depth (CT C D ),
the texture/depth view pairs are compressed with five
different texture/depth QP pairs, and five synthesized
videos are generated using the compressed texture/depth
view pairs.
The input texture/depth view pairs were encoded with
3DV-ATM v10.0 [45], which is the 3D-AVC [2] based reference software for MVD coding. The view synthesis algorithm
used is the VSRS-1D-Fast software [46] implemented in the
3D-HEVC [3] reference software HTM [47].
There are two criteria on selecting the compressed
texture/depth view pairs. First, the subjective quality of the
synthesized videos should span a large range, as recommend
by the VQEG in [20]. Second, the quality gap between each
test sequences should not be too small to avoid difficulties
in discrimination. With these two criteria, a large set of
synthesized videos were generated and viewed by a group of
subjects, and only a subset of these videos were chosen to
be included in our SIAT Synthesized Video Quality Database.
We believe that a carefully selected database is more useful
than fixing the compression rates across sequences. The final
chosen texture/depth compression QP pairs of each sequence
are given in Table I. The aim of compiling this database is
to evaluate the performance of different objective VQA for
3D synthesized video in the context of MVD compression.
B. Subjective Experiment Design
We use a single stimulus continuous quality scale method
as it is in [21] to obtain subjective quality scores for
the synthesized sequences. MSU Perceptual Video Quality
Tool [48], a software for subjective video quality evaluation
provided by the Graphics and Media Lab of Moscow State
University (MSU), is adopted as the user interface in our

Fig. 3. MSU Perceptual Video Quality Tool [48]. For the convenience of
exhibition, the scroll bar for video quality rating has been put together with
the display interface in the figure.

subjective experiment, as shown in Fig. 3. During the test,
subjects rated the video quality with continuous scores ranging
from 0 to 100. The tags beside the scroll bar indicating five
quality levels of Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Bad, which
are same as the ITU-R ACR, would assist subjects making
decisions. The reference videos of each test sequences were
also viewed by the subjects. All sequences (including the
reference videos) are hidden under letters (as shown in Fig. 3)
and the play order for each subject is random.
The videos were viewed by the subjects on a LG 42LH30FR
monitor with 1920 × 1080 resolution. The HP Z800 workstation with the nVIDIA Quadro 2000 graphics card and
1GB video memory is used to play out the test videos at
the right frame rate without any delay. The environment of
the subjective experiment is conducted as recommended by
ITU-R Rec.BT.500.
The experiment is conducted in two sessions. 84 videos
were evaluated in the first session and 56 videos were
evaluated in the second session. There were a total of
56 non-expert subjects (38 males and 18 females with an
average age of 24) participated in the experiment and each
test video was evaluated by 40 subjects. The quality scores
assigned by each subject should be normalized per person
before computing DMOS. Because there were 24 subjects
participated in both the first and the second sessions, to
avoid inconsistent scoring criteria of the same subject between
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Fig. 4. DMOS of the synthesized sequences with different texture/depth compression QP pairs in the SIAT Synthesized Video Quality Database. The pair
of values on the horizontal axis represent the (texture, depth) QP. The values on the vertical axis represent the DMOS value. (a) Dancer. (b) Lovebird1.
(c) GT Fly. (d) Kendo. (e) Shark. (f) Balloons. (g) PoznanHall2. (h) Newspaper. (i) PoznanStreet. (j) BookArrival.

two sessions, all the reference videos were included in
both sessions using hidden reference removal procedure. The
DMOS score for each test video was computed per session
using the quality score assigned to the corresponding reference
video in that session. All subjects taking part in the experiment are graduate students. Every subject had been told the
procedure of the test and had watched a training sequence
before starting the experiment.

synthesized video as
DM O S j =

M
1 
z scaled (i, j ),
M

(4)

i=1

where z scaled (i, j ) is the re-scaled z-score assigned by
subject i to video j , which has been evaluated by M subjects.
D. Subjective Data Analysis

C. Processing of Subjective Scores
After finishing the rating process, subjects with
extreme scores should be rejected as recommended in
ITU-R.BT500 [17]. In this experiment, only 1 subject (male)
in the first session is eliminated, and there are 55 remaining
subjects in our final database. Then, difference scores are
obtained by subtracting the score of the test sequence from
the score of the reference sequence. Both scores are given
by the same subject in the same session. Let si, j denotes the
score assigned by subject i to sequence j , and jre f is the
reference video of sequence j . The difference score di, j is
computed as
di, j = si, jre f − si, j .

(3)

4.13% (228 of 5516) of the difference scores are negative,
i.e., the score of the reference video is less than the score of
the tested video. These negative difference scores might be
from the special preference of some subjects, but not from
experiment mistakes. We keep these scores negative to ensure
the original diversity of the subjective data.
The difference scores are then normalized to z-scores per
person and per session. To make the data more intuitive,
the normalized z-scores are scaled to a mean of 0.5 with a
standard deviation of 1/6. Finally, we compute DMOS for each

1) Subjective Scores Analysis: Fig. 4 shows the DMOS
of the synthesized sequences with different texture/depth
QP pairs in the SIAT database. Three conclusions can be drawn
from the distribution of the DMOS data. First, the quality of
the synthesized sequences span a wide range, e.g. from excellent to bad. Second, obvious discrimination exists between
most of the test videos, which can avoid the inaccurate
rating scores due to indistinguishable quality. Third, the videos
with flicker distortion caused by depth distortion have worse
perceptual quality than the videos with texture compression
distortion. For example, in Lovebird1 sequence, the Y-PSNR
of the videos synthesized with texture/depth QP pair of (0, 40)
and (28, 0) are 32.59 dB and 32.23 dB, respectively. However,
their DMOS values are 0.474 and 0.373, which has proved the
assumptions in Section III-B that the flicker distortion has been
underestimated by traditional 2D VQA.
Some special results should also be noted. As seen in
Fig. 4h, for the Newspaper sequence, the perceptual quality of
the synthesized video with texture/depth QP pair of (0, 28),
(0, 36) and (28, 32) is better than the quality of the video
synthesized from the original texture/depth pairs. This is
because the compression distortion in depth maps has induced
a smoothing effect on the inaccurate edge region, which can
reduce the noise around object edge in the synthesized view
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Fig. 5.
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Temporal Flickering Analysis.

TABLE II
ANOVA OF E ACH S EQUENCE IN D IFFERENT D ISTORTION C ATEGORY

in each sequence of different subsets. To sum up, the resulting
subjective data proves the effectiveness of the synthesized
sequences selection and the subjective experiment design.
V. O BJECTIVE V IDEO Q UALITY A SSESSMENT
M ETHOD FOR S YNTHESIZED V IEW
The proposed objective VQA for synthesized view is based
on two quality features. The first feature is used to measure
the temporal flickering and the second is related to the spatiotemporal activity. The distortions computed with these two
features are integrated to obtain the overall quality of the
synthesized video.
A. Temporal Flickering Analysis

due to imperfect original depth maps. Another special case
is shown in Fig. 4d, for the Kendo sequence, the quality of
the video synthesized with texture/depth QP pair of (28, 0)
is higher than the video generated with a QP pair of (24, 0).
As the temporal distortion around the dis-occluded regions due
to view synthesis process is quite strong in this sequence, a
slight compression distortion in the texture views may mask
the synthesis noise in some degree.
2) Significant Difference in Each Sequence of Different
Subsets: There are four distortion levels in subsets of
UT C D , CT U D , and five in CT C D . An Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) [49] are performed for the quality scores
of each sequence in subsets UT C D , CT U D and CT C D ,
respectively. The purpose of this analysis is to examine
the significance of difference between each distortion level,
since one of our criteria on conducting the database is to
make the quality of each test video be easily distinguished.
As seen in Table II, the results of ANOVA for all sequences
and distortion categories are far less than 0.05 (significance
level is 95%), which means that significant differences exist

The most annoying temporal distortion in synthesized
sequences is flickering. The inaccurate depth and the synthesis
process will induce geometric distortions, e.g., pixels are
projected to wrong positions [50]. However, not all the
geometric distortions cause flickering. The inconsistent position errors around high contrast regions, which are always the
dis-occluded area of the foreground objects edge, are prone to
induce flickering.
Actually, flickering can be observed as significant and high
frequency alternated variation between different luminance
levels. For example, in the synthesized sequence of Balloons
with depth compression distortion, an obvious flicker distortion exists around the balloon rope as shown in Fig. 5. The
variation of the pixel luminance at position (408, 440) in the
first 20 frames is shown. There are significant fluctuations
of the pixel value in the synthesized view, but the value
changes very little in the original view at the same pixel
position. The minor changes of the pixel value in original
view is caused by camera random noise, and the significant
variation of the synthesized pixel value is due to inconsistent
geometric distortion. Let I (x, y, i ) denotes the luminance
value of the pixel at spatial position (x, y) in frame i .
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Fig. 6.

Quality Assessment GOP and Spatio-Temporal Tube.

 I t emporal can be computed as
The temporal gradient vector ∇
x,y,i
 I t emporal = I (x, y, i ) − I (x  , y  , i − 1),
∇
x,y,i

(5)

where (x  , y  ) is the coordinates corresponding to (x, y) along
the motion trajectory in frame i − 1. As shown in Fig. 5, the
flickering can be seen as the high frequency direction variation
 I t emporal
 I t emporal × ∇
∇
x,y,i 
x  ,y  ,i−1 < 0 and the significant magnitude
  t emporal  t emporal 
change ∇ I x,y,t
− ∇ I x  ,y  ,i−1  of the temporal gradient
vector.
B. Spatio-Temporal Structure for Quality Assessment
Two structures called Quality Assessment Group of Pictures
(QA-GoP) and Spatio-Temporal (S-T) tube are defined in
our VQA algorithm. As shown in Fig. 6, the sequence can
be divided into several QA-GoPs, which contain a group of
pictures with 2N + 1 frames length. The structure of S-T tube
is generated with a block based motion estimation process.
First, The central picture in a QA-GoP is partitioned into a
number of 8 × 8 blocks. Then, each block will be used as
a reference to search a matching block in both forward and
backward adjacent frames. The obtained matching blocks are
used as reference blocks to continue the motion search process
until both ends of the QA-GoP have been reached. Finally,
2N + 1 blocks along the motion trajectory starting from the
central frame construct a S-T tube. Using the central frame as
the starting point of the motion search process can reduce the
error accumulation due to imperfect motion estimation. The
motion estimation process is operated on the original video.
The purpose of introducing the structure of S-T tube is
to compute the distortion along the motion trajectory. This
is because the view synthesis distortion, e.g., the flickering,
always locates on the edge of the foreground object which
usually has a movement. Actually, even when the synthesis
distortion locates around the background motionless object,
there may still exist a camera movement induced global motion
in the scene. Considering the efficiency and performance, the
new three-step search algorithm [51] is used for block motion
estimation. With the block based motion vector field, a sixparameter affine motion model is estimated for computing
global motion [52]

   
θ1 x + θ2 y + θ3
x
=
,
(6)
y 
θ4 x + θ5 y + θ6

where (x, y) and (x  , y  ) are coordinates in the current frame
and the target frame, respectively. The vector  = [θ1, . . . , θ6 ]
represents the parameters of the affine motion model. Then, the
global motion vector can be computed with subtracting (x, y)
from (x  , y  ). The affine model can describe common camera
movement such as translation, rotation and zoom. The obtained
global motion vector is used to detect the disappearance of the
tracked object in which case the distortion calculated in the
corresponding blocks should be excluded.
During the quality assessment process, distortions of each
S-T tube will be computed at first. Then, the quality score
of the QA-GoP is obtained from the S-T tube scores using
a spatial pooling process. Finally, the distortion of the whole
sequence is computed by averaging the QA-GoP scores.
C. Flicker Distortion Measurement
From a pixel position of (x i , yi ) in the central frame i of
a QA-GoP as in Fig. 6, the corresponding pixel coordinates
along the motion trajectory in the S-T tube could be obtained
as [(x i−N , yi−N ), . . . , (x i , yi ), . . . , (x i+N , yi+N )] as described
in Section V-B. The flicker distortion D Fxi ,yi at position
(x i , yi ) of the central frame i will be calculated along the
motion trajectory as

i+N
n=i−N+1 (x n , yn , n) · (x n , yn , n)
,
(7)
D Fxi ,yi =
2N
where 2N + 1 is the length of a QA-GoP. The product
of (x, y, n) · (x, y, n) denotes the flicker distortion at
position (x, y) in frame n. Specifically, (·) is used to detect
the potential sensible flicker distortion, and (·) is used to
measure the strength of the flicker distortion. (x, y, n) is
defined as
⎧
emporal
emporal
 I tx,y,n
 I tx,y,n
if ∇
×∇
≤0
⎪
⎪
⎪
emporal
⎨1, and ∇
 I tx,y,n
= 0


(x, y, n) =
(8)

>μ
⎪
and
I
(x,
y,
n)
−
I
(x,
y,
n)
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise,
where I and I denote the original and the synthesized pixels,
emporal
emporal
emporal
 I tx,y,n
 I tx,y,n
 I tx,y,n
respectively. ∇
×∇
≤ 0 and ∇
= 0
mean that the directions of the temporal gradients of I (x, y, n)
emporal
 I tx,y,n
= 0 is used to
and I (x, y, n) are different. ∇
exclude the case in which the synthesized pixel has no
temporal variation. This detection function is used to find the
wrong variation of pixel luminance, which may be a potential
flicker distortion. The value μ is a perceptual threshold. When
the absolute value of the difference between I (x, y, n) and
I (x, y, n) is less than μ, errors will be ignored.
In addition to the flickering detection, (x, y, n) in (7) is
used to measure the strength of the flicker distortion, which is
computed as
⎛
⎞2
emporal
emporal
 I tx,y,n
 I tx,y,n
−∇
∇
⎠ ,


(9)
(x, y, n) = ⎝
  t emporal 
∇ I x,y,n  + C
 I x,y,n
 I x,y,n
where ∇
−∇
reflects the magnitude of the
temporal gradient distortion. Temporal visual masking effect
t emporal

t emporal
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  t emporal 
is considered by dividing the difference by ∇
I x,y,n  + C.
C is a constant to avoid the denominator being zero. In this
paper, the constant C is chosen to be 1 which is of the same
order of magnitude as the quantities in the denominators [31].
Because the directions of these two temporal gradients are
different, the value of (x, y, n) will be proportional to the
strength of flicker distortion.
The flicker distortion in a S-T tube, D F t ube , is computed
by averaging the distortion D Fx,y in the block of the central
frame as
w h
x=1
y=1 D Fx,y
t ube
,
(10)
DF
=
w×h
where w and h are the width and height of the blocks in
the S-T tube, which are both 8. Because the most serious
synthesis distortions often occupy a small part of the image
instead of uniformly distributed in the whole picture, a worstcase spatial pooling method [53] is used to obtain the flicker
distortion D F Go P of the QA-GoP, which is computed as
1 
D F Go P =
D Fkt ube ,
(11)
NW
k∈W

where W denotes the set with the worst W % D F t ube in
the QA-GoP, and NW is the number of S-T tubes in W.
For flicker distortion measurement, W is set to 1, i.e., only
the worst 1% D F t ube are averaged to obtain the D F Go P as
the small regions with serious flicker distortion have the most
dominant effect on the overall perceptual quality.
Finally, the flicker distortion D F Seq of the sequence is
computed by taking average of the D F Go P as
D F Seq =

K
1
D FmGo P ,
K

(12)

m=0

where K is the number of QA-GoPs in the sequence.
D. Distortion of Spatio-Temporal Activity
The compression of the texture view pairs will induce
blurring and blockiness distortion to the synthesized view,
which is very similar to the traditional 2D situation. In this
paper, the spatio-temporal activity is defined based on the
variance of the pixel gradients in a spatio-temporal region.
Image blurring caused by texture compression will weaken the
activity [54], but the synthesis noise and compression blocking
artifacts may strengthen the activity. To compute the activity
distortion, the same structures of QA-GoP and S-T tube as
described in Section V-B are used.
First, as shown in Fig. 7, the spatial horizontal and vertical
gradients of each pixel are calculated with the corresponding
spat ial_h
spat ial_v
 Ix,y,n
 Ix,y,n
and ∇
denote the horizonoperators. Let ∇
tal and vertical gradient vectors of pixel I (x, y) at frame n.
The spatial gradient value of the pixel can be computed as




  spat ial_h 2   spat ial_v 2
spat ial
(13)
Ix,y,n
∇ Ix,y,n = ∇
 + ∇ Ix,y,n
 .
The left-top pixel position of a S-T tube in the central
frame i is denoted as (x i , yi ). The corresponding pixel
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Fig. 7.

Operators for computing gradient. (a) Horizontal. (b) Vertical.

coordinates along the motion trajectory in the S-T tube
are [(x i−N , yi−N ), . . . , (x i , yi ), . . . , (x i+N , yi+N )]. For each
spat ial

S-T tube, the mean value ∇ It ube and the standard deviation
σt ube of the spatial gradient are calculated along the motion
trajectory as
i+N  yn +h xn +w
spat ial
y=yn
x=x n ∇ I x,y,n
n=i−N
spat ial
,
(14)
∇ It ube =
w × h × (2N + 1)


 i+N  yn +h xn +w (∇ I spat ial −∇ I spat ial )2
 n=i−N y=yn x=xn
x,y,n
t ube
σt ube =
,
w × h × (2N +1)
(15)
where w and h are both 8, and 2N +1 is equal to the QA-GoP
length. The spatio-temporal activity of the S-T tube t ube is
defined as

σt ube , if σt ube > ε
t ube =
(16)
ε,
otherwise,
where ε is a perceptual threshold. The value of spatio-temporal
activity t ube is clipped by the threshold ε to avoid measuring
imperceptible pixel gradient distortion.
The distortion of spatio-temporal activity in S-T tube is
computed as




t ube 
t ube

,
(17)
= log10
DA
t ube 
where t ube and t ube are the activities of the S-T tube
in original and synthesized views, respectively. The blurring
distortion will lead to a smaller t ube , and the blocking
artifacts and synthesis noise will result in a bigger t ube .
Similar to the spatial pooling procedure in Section V-C, the
distortion of spatio-temporal activity of a QA-GoP can also
be obtained with a worst-case method as
1 
D Atkube ,
(18)
D A Go P =
NW
k∈W

where W denotes the set with the worst W % D At ube in
the QA-GoP, which is similar to (11). However, for activity
distortion measurement, W is set to five. This is because the
activity distortions always take over larger area than flicker
distortion. Finally, the activity distortion of the sequence
D A Seq is computed by taking average of the D A Go P as
D A Seq =

K
1
Go P
D Am
.
K
m=0

(19)
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E. Integration for Overall Distortion
After obtaining the flicker distortion D F and the activity
distortion D A, how to integrate them together to measure
the overall distortion D of the synthesized video remains a
problem. A linear weighted integration strategy may not be
suitable, because selecting the weighting factor used to adjust
the relative importance of the two components is not easy
since the distortion degree of the texture and depth video are
varied. In order to make the D F and D A response equally to
the overall distortion D in the synthesized video, the simple
multiplication strategy is used as
D = D A × log10 (1 + D F).

(20)

To make the relationship between the D F and the subjective
scores more linearly, the logarithm process is used for scaling
D F as log10 (1 + D F).
F. Determination of the Parameter Values
There are still three parameters in our algorithms to be
determined, i.e., N, μ and ε, where 2N + 1 is the QA-GoP
length, μ and ε are perception thresholds used in D F and D A,
respectively.
For the QA-GoP length 2N + 1, the selection criterion
is to make the distortion computation period no more than
the human fixation duration, which is about 200-400 ms
according to the average duration of visual fixation [55], [56].
We selected N to be 2, i.e., the QA-GoP length is 5. As long
as the video frame rate is higher than 12.5 fps, the QA-GoP
length will not exceed the fixation duration.
The perception threshold μ in (8) is computed using an
edge emphasized Just Noticeable Difference (JND) model. The
classic JND model in pixel domain [57] does not pay much
attention to distinguishing the edge masking and the texture
masking [58]. However, for synthesized view, the annoying
temporal flicker distortions mostly locate around the object
edge. In this paper, the JND threshold in edge region is reduced
with a simple and effective texture/edge distinguish operation.
First, an edge map is generated using a Canny operator [59].
Then the map is divided into 8 × 8 blocks. If the number of
edge pixels in a block is more than 48, these edge pixels will
be marked as texture pixels. The JND value of the remaining
edge pixels in the edge map will be multiplied by 0.1 to fit the
facts that HVS are sensitive to the edge error in synthesized
view. Note that the JND threshold and the edge map are all
computed on the synthesized video.
The perception threshold ε in (16) is used to compute the
activity distortion index D A. Actually, D A is mainly related
to the texture video compression induced distortion such as
blurring and blockiness. To obtain the optimal value of ε,
we use the video compression distortion subsets of LIVE
database [21] to train the threshold ε. The used subsets contain
two types of video compression distortions, i.e., MPEG-2 and
H.264 compression, and there are 80 videos with different
compression degree. The pearson linear correlation coefficient
between the original DMOS value and the value predicted by
D A index as a function of ε achieves the highest point when

ε is 180 (correlation coefficient is 0.741). This value is adopted
in our algorithm.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Performance Comparison
The performance of the proposed objective VQA for synthesized video is evaluated on the SIAT Synthesized Video
Quality Database. The following VQA algorithms are also
tested for comparison.
• PSNR: The simple pixel-based objective quality metric
used as a baseline for evaluation of the objective VQA.
• WSNR: The objective IQA method using contrast sensitivity function as the weighting function [60].
• SSIM: The objective IQA method computing the structure
similarity between images [28].
• MS-SSIM: The objective IQA method computing the
multi-scale structural similarity between images [61].
• VQM: The objective VQA method proposed by
the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) [54], which has been adopted by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and
ITU-T J.144. The software is available for download
at [62].
• MOVIE: The motion-based objective VQA method
developed by LIVE [31]. The software is available for
download at [63].
• Spatial MOVIE: The spatial version of MOVIE, which
primarily focuses on the spatial distortion.
• Temporal MOVIE: The temporal version of MOVIE,
which primarily focuses on the temporal distortion.
• BoscPCS: The objective IQA method for synthesized
image proposed by Bosc et al. in [36].
• PSPTNR: The objective VQA method for synthesized
video proposed in [34].
Only the luminance component is used to compute the quality
score of each VQA method except for VQM. The scores
of PSNR, WSNR, SSIM, MS-SSIM and BoscPCS for the
whole sequence are obtained by averaging the scores of each
frame.
Three criteria recommended by [20] are used to evaluate
the performances of the objective VQA:
• Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (r ): Measure the
prediction accuracy.
• Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (ρ):
Measure the prediction monotonicity.
• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): Measure the prediction
residuals.
Before the performance evaluation, a non-linear logistic
function suggested by [20] is used to transform the quality
score Q obtained from each VQA to the predicted subjective
score DMOS p , which is defined as
β1
.
(21)
1 + e−β2 ×(Q−β3 )
The r , ρ and RMSE are computed between the actual DMOS
values and the predicted DMOS p values.
The scatter plots of DMOS versus DMOS p for each VQA
algorithm are shown in Fig.8. The DMOS p of MS-SSIM and
DM O S p =
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Fig. 8.
DMOS versus DMOSp for different VQA models.
(a) PSNR: r2 = 0.42. (b) WSNR: r2 = 0.366. (c) SSIM: r2 =
(g) S-MOVIE: r2 = 0.487. (h) T-MOVIE: r2 = 0.237. (i) BoscPCS:
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The results in different subsets are marked with symbols of different shapes.
0.37. (d) MS-SSIM: r2 = 0.495. (e) VQM: r2 = 0.448. (f) MOVIE: r2 = 0.418.
r2 = 0.205. (j) PSPTNR: r2 = 0.187. (k) Proposed: r2 = 0.665.

Spatial MOVIE correlated well with the DMOS on the entire
data set (r2 = 0.495 and 0.487, respectively), and the proposed
method has the highest linear correlation (r2 = 0.665).
The results of r , ρ and RMSE are computed for the
UT C D , CT U D , CT C D subsets and the entire ALL DATA set,
respectively, as shown in Table III. Note that the UT U D subset
which only contains ten synthesized videos is included in the
ALL DATA set. Among all the comparison VQA methods,
the MS-SSIM has the most satisfactory performance for each
subset and the entire data set. This result reveals that the
spatial distortion of the synthesized view can be effectively
measured by the spatial features based 2D VQA method,
although new distortion types, such as geometric distortions,
have been induced. Besides MS-SSIM, the WSNR performs
best for the CT U D subset in terms of r . This is because
the distortion type in CT U D subset is very close to the
conventional 2D compression distortion, such as blurring. The
performance of Temporal MOVIE is not satisfying, which
proves that the temporal distortion in synthesized video is quite
different from that in traditional 2D sequences. The temporal

flicker distortion is the most significant difference between the
traditional 2D video and the synthesized video.
The proposed method has the best performance for the
UT C D , CT C D subsets and the ALL DATA set in terms of
r , ρ and RMSE, and also performs best at the CT U D subset
in terms of ρ and RMSE. As seen in Fig. 8k, there are
several outlier points which belong to the CT U D subset.
Two obvious outlier points are from Dancer sequence with
QP pair of (40,0) and (44,0). For this sequence, even the
texture video was seriously compressed, the subjects were
still satisfied with the quality of the video. This may be
explained by the significant luminance masking effect in
Dancer sequence, e.g., the large area of the bright white
wall. It is worth mentioning that, for the UT C D subset, the
values of r and ρ of the proposed method has an obvious
advantage compared with the other methods. This is because
our algorithm primarily focus on the flicker distortion caused
by the depth distortion and the view synthesis process, which
has not been considered in the conventional quality assessment
metrics.
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF O BJECTIVE VQA. T HE B EST R ESULTS IN E ACH C OLUMN A RE M ARKED IN B OLD

TABLE IV

TABLE V

VARIANCE OF THE R ESIDUALS B ETWEEN I NDIVIDUAL S UBJECTIVE

VARIANCE OF THE R ESIDUALS B ETWEEN S UBJECTIVE DMOS

S CORES AND VQA DMOS p . T HE B EST R ESULTS IN
E ACH C OLUMN A RE M ARKED IN B OLD

AND

Similarly, the residual between each individual score and the
VQA predicted score DM O S p ( j ) can be computed as

B. Statistical Significance Test
Two F-test procedures are used to examine the significance
of difference between each objective VQA, which have been
suggested for significance testing by the authors of the VQEG
database [20] and the LIVE database [21].
The first F-test is to compare the performance of each
objective VQA with the theoretical optimal model. For a
subject i and a test sequence j , the individual score
z scaled (i, j ) and the average score DM O S( j ) for sequence j
can be obtained as described in Section IV-C. The
residual R between each individual score and the corresponding DM O S( j ) is computed as
R(i, j ) = z scaled (i, j ) − DM O S( j ).

VQA DMOS p . T HE B EST R ESULTS IN E ACH
C OLUMN A RE M ARKED IN B OLD

(22)

R(i, j ) = z scaled (i, j ) − DM O S p ( j ).
σ2

(23)

σ2

Let
and
denote the variance of the R(i, j ) and R(i, j ),
respectively. The smaller variance means the better. The performance of the test VQA is determined to be significantly
equivalent to the theoretical optimal upper bound if the ratio
of σ 2 and σ 2 is smaller than the F-ratio threshold as
σ 2 (VQA)
< F-ratio.
σ 2 (optimal model)

(24)

The F-ratio threshold can be obtained with look-up table. The
value is related to the sample size and the significance level
(95% in this paper). The variance of the theoretical optimal
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TABLE VI
R ESULTS OF THE F-T EST ON THE R ESIDUALS B ETWEEN DMOS p AND DMOS. F OUR S YMBOLS IN E ACH E NTRY OF THE TABLE C ORRESPOND TO
“U T C D ”, “C T U D ”, “C T C D ” AND “ALL DATA” D ATA S ET IN O RDER . T HE VALUE “1” I NDICATES THE VQA IN THE ROW I S S IGNIFICANTLY
S UPERIOR TO T HAT IN THE C OLUMN . T HE VALUE “0” I NDICATES THE VQA IN THE ROW I S S IGNIFICANTLY I NFERIOR TO
T HAT IN THE C OLUMN . T HE S YMBOL “−” I NDICATES THE T WO VQA A RE S IGNIFICANTLY E QUIVALENT

model and each test VQA model are presented in Table IV.
It can be observed that none of the VQA can be significantly
equivalent to the theoretical optimal model. VQM performs
best for the CT U D subset. The proposed model has the best
performance for the ALL DATA set and the UT C D , CT C D
subsets, respectively.
 j)
The second F-test is based on the residual difference R(
between the predicted score DM O S p ( j ) and the actual score
DM O S( j ), which can be computed as
 j ) = DM O S p ( j ) − DM O S( j ).
R(

(25)

 j ) of each VQA,
Let 
σ 2 denotes the variance of the residual R(
as it is shown in Table V. A smaller variance means a better
performance. To test the significance difference between each
VQA, the ratio between the variance 
σ 2 of different VQA is
computed. For example, VQAi is determined to be significant
superior to VQA j if their ratio is greater than the F-ratio
threshold as

σ 2 (VQA j )
> F-ratio.
(26)

σ 2 (VQAi )
The results of the significance test is presented in Table VI.
It can be seen that the performance of the proposed VQA is
significantly superior to the others for the ALL DATA set,
and is also superior to the others except for MS-SSIM for the
UT C D subset. For the CT C D subset, the proposed VQA is
significantly superior to the others except for SSIM, MS-SSIM
and Spatial MOVIE. However, for the CT U D subset, none of
the VQA algorithms has the absolute advantage. There is still
large development space to improve the performance of the
objective VQA for synthesized video.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
The studies of subjective and objective video quality assessment for synthesized views with texture/depth compression
distortion are presented. The criterion for the database design
is to ensure the discrimination and the wide range of different

quality level between each synthesized sequences. To achieve
this aim, the quantization level of each texture/depth view
pairs are selected manually from a large number of candidates.
We believe this is more suitable for evaluating the performance
of different objective VQA methods compared with generating
test sequences using fixed coding bit rate. A full reference
objective VQA algorithm for synthesized video has also been
introduced. The proposed method primarily focuses on the
temporal flicker distortion due to depth compression distortion
and the view synthesis process. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on the synthesized video quality
database. The experimental results show that our VQA method
has a good performance on the entire database compared with
the state of the art objective VQA methods, and is particularly
prominent on the subsets which has significant temporal flicker
distortion caused by depth compression and view synthesis
process. Our future works will concern on supplementing
the synthesized video quality database with other distortion
sources, such as video transmission distortion.
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